TBP-like protein (TLP/TLF/TRF2) artificially recruited to a promoter stimulates basal transcription in vivo.
Metazoan genomes generally contain one TBP-related gene designated as TBP-like protein (TLP/TLF/TRF2). Although TLP is thought to work for transcriptional regulation, its natural function has not been clearly demonstrated. Here we describe the stimulation of transcription from TATA-containing and TATA-less class II promoters by artificially recruited mammalian TLP. TLP fused with Gal4 DNA-binding domain stimulated transcription when it was recruited at a proximal promoter. Compared to TBP, stimulation by TLP was less TATA-dependent. Slight truncation from each terminus of TLP destroyed this function drastically. Amino acid substitutions of TLP whose corresponding residues in TBP are crucial for its function resulted in the loss of function. Consequently, Gal4-fused TLP was demonstrated to exhibit ability of transcription activation irrespective of the type of promoter, the mechanism of which was thought to be similar to that of artificially recruited TBP. TLP is presumably able to behave as a transcriptional activator in cells.